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Abstract
Background: Performance evaluation is essential to quality improvement in healthcare. The current study has
identified the potential pros and cons of external healthcare evaluation programs, utilizing them subsequently to
look into the merits of a similar case in a developing country.
Methods: A mixed method study employing both qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis
techniques was adopted to achieve the study end. Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) and professionals were
approached for two-stage process of data collection.
Results: Potential advantages included greater attractiveness of high accreditation rank healthcare organizations
to their customers/purchasers and boosted morale of their personnel. Downsides, as such, comprised the
programs’ over-reliance on value judgment of surveyors, routinization and incurring undue cost on the
organizations. In addition, the improved, standardized care processes as well as the judgmental nature of
program survey were associated, as pros and cons, to the program investigated by the professionals.
Conclusion: Besides rendering a tentative assessment of Iranian hospital evaluation program, the study provides
those running external performance evaluations with a lens to scrutinize the virtues of their own evaluation
systems through identifying the potential advantages and drawbacks of such programs. Moreover, the approach
followed could be utilized for performance assessment of similar evaluation programs.
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Key Messages
Implications for policy makers
•
Policy-makers and managers are informed of the strengths and weaknesses of Iranian Hospital Evaluation and Accreditation Program
(IHEAP) and could re-work this program accordingly.
•
Prominent advantages and disadvantages identified could earn higher attention by the authorities.
•
IHEAP assessment results could be also considered whenever any new external evaluation programs for the hospitals are to be developed.
•
Perspective of other provinces towards the advantages and downsides could be also sought to develop a better picture of program in
the country.
•
IHEAP could be welcomed by hospitals when it is modified based on their feedback.
Implications for public
Patients/public deserve to receive high quality health services. They could enjoy such services, if a defect-free performance monitoring
and evaluation system assesses healthcare organizations. In fact, a well-developed and functioning evaluation program, is expected to
promote trust level at a society in healthcare.

Introduction
The term ‘performance’ originally emanates from ‘perform’,
which denotes fulfilling an obligation or requirement or
accomplishing something promised or expected (1). It is
defined as the manner in which something functions (2).
Robbins and Coulter (3) describe performance as the end
result of an activity. Performance can be thus linked to both
process and outcome. Performance Measurement (PM)
has been defined as “evaluating how well organizations are

managed and the value they deliver for customers and other
stakeholders” (4). de Bruijn (5) believes that measuring
performance can result in more transparency and learning
in organizations or Kwak and colleagues (6) associate PM
with promoting accountability, highlighting the strengths and
weaknesses and guiding the resource usage of organizations.
Performance Measurement Systems (PMSs) were historically
developed for monitoring and maintaining the control
processes in various organizations (7). PMS “is a framework
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(procedure, system, software) to execute PM in a consistent
and complete way” (8). PMSs need to be sensitive to changes
in the external and internal environment of organizations;
review and reprioritize internal objectives in terms of the
changes; measure performance from a multi and interrelated
perspective; be easy to use and linked to the organizations’
values and strategy (7,9). A host of PMSs have come to the
practice over last decades; for instance, the performance
pyramid system (10), performance prism (11), balanced score
card (12) and Kanji’s Business Excellence Model (13,14).
In healthcare, measurement of performance has become
increasingly important for different stakeholders such
as policy-makers, providers and patients/purchasers.
Growing demands to ensure transparency, accountability
and high quality for healthcare services, controlling costs,
and reducing variations in rendering health services have
emerged as the main triggers for this healthcare performance
evaluation movement (15). Performance is perceived as a
multidimensional concept in healthcare. According to Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
(JCAHO), healthcare performance is composed of nine
definable, measurable, and improvable dimensions; “efficacy,
appropriateness, continuity, safety, efficiency, effectiveness,
availability, timeliness, and respect and caring” and PM is
“quantifying processes and outcomes, using one or more of those
dimensions” (16).
Most healthcare PMSs originated and developed in industrial
sector and over time have been adopted by Healthcare
Organizations (HCOs) (17,18). Health service leaders have
de facto tried to measure their performance and search for
greater efficiency by successful adoption of industrial and
commercial models. The arrival of new public management
has seemingly accelerated this process of infiltration (19).
Healthcare PMSs are classified based upon their source of
control, as internal or external, such as European Foundation
for Quality Management (EFQM) and Accreditation (20).
However, accreditation proved to be more ubiquitous, given
its origin of and compatibility with healthcare (21–23).
Notwithstanding a large number of studies on accreditation
programs in healthcare worldwide (24–27), very few have
ever explored and tested empirically the potential advantages
and disadvantages of such schemes (28,29). Particularly this
shortage is much more obvious in developing countries.
A fairly similar study in title (28) has adopted a different
methodology, ending up with rather dissimilar results.
Another study has looked into the benefits of participating
in accreditation surveying (25). This study aims to first shed
light on the potential pros and cons of external evaluation
programs concentrating on accreditation programs, and then
empirically test these advantages and disadvantages in the
context of a developing country, Iran.
The Iranian Hospital Evaluation and Accreditation Program
(IHEAP) might not be referred to as an accreditation
program, in the conventional sense, given the generic
features (i.e. voluntary and state-independent) of traditional
accreditation programs (30,31). However, in accordance
with growing government involvements in evaluating HCOs
and the relevant features of IHEAP (e.g. conducting an
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external assessment and ranking the hospitals based on the
pre-set written standards), it might be considered a quasiaccreditation program. IHEAP owns a national standardsetting and local monitoring (implementing) mode (32). It
could be overall conceptualized as mandated, punitive, quasiconfidential, announced, standard-based, prescriptive and
structure-oriented with a minimum requirement, absolute
(against comparative) measurement and multi-level (grade)
award accreditation system, based on the typology proposed
by Joint Commission International (JCI) (33).
Methods
The study is of a mixed method design, combining qualitative
and quantitative components in a sequential trend (34). It was
conducted in two steps; at the first stage, two open-ended
questions were put to 12 Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
- academics and practitioners with related background,
expertise and/or knowledge in HCOs’ evaluation and
accreditation. Questions included; “what could be the potential
advantages of a healthcare evaluation and accreditation
program for HCOs? And what might be the possible downsides
of a healthcare evaluation program for HCOs?” The SMEs
were selected considering their publications or work
experience, and mainly through snowballing, a qualitative
sampling technique, and reached by email, phone or face-toface interviews, as possible (35). The sufficient number was
ensured upon qualitative grounds such as data saturation,
that is, when no new data was emerged sampling ceased (36).
In addition, relevant literature was drawn upon to complete
and enrich (triangulation) the data gathered at the first stage
(28,37–39). Respondent validation was further used at this
stage to improve validity of the results (40). Qualitative data
were analyzed using Thematic Analysis (TA) method (36).
At the second stage, of a quantitative nature, it was sought
to see whether any of the aforementioned pros and cons
could be attributed to IHEAP from the perspectives of
hospitals—public and private—evaluated by this program.
To this end, a researcher-administered questionnaire was
developed using the data generated from the first stage and
put to senior managerial and clinical members 12 hospitals’
in one Iranian Western province, after testing its validity and
reliability. It contained 20 questions under two main headings
of ‘advantages and disadvantages’ with a Likert-type scale.
The survey received 60 respondents, including all senior
management and clinical members, such as hospital manager,
matron, housekeeping officer, quality improvement officer
and head of a para-clinic department. The main inclusion
criterion of respondents was their ‘full familiarity with and
involvement in’ the hospital accreditation and evaluation
processes. An analysis and review of related formal documents
(41) and an informal formative evaluation by the researcher
proved them as the most knowledgeable and influential in the
evaluation process of the hospitals. A military and a privately
owned hospital did not participate.
The researcher or a trained assistant was present at the
time of questionnaire completion in order to provide more
explanation about questions, if required. A ‘no effect’ and
‘do not know’ option further asked in order to cover all
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possible responses, despite the fact that the respondents
were all familiar with accreditation programs. In fact, the
questionnaire was asking whether the respondents associate
any of the given advantages or disadvantage with IHEAP.
Descriptive statistical analyses (frequency, percentage) were
utilized for categorizing and reporting results. Data was
gathered in the first half of 2012.
Results
All SMEs completed the first survey stage, resulting in
perceived drawbacks and advantages associated with external
evaluation programs. Tables 1 and 2 depict benefits, downsides
and corresponding explanations.
All but one respondent completed the second stage of the
survey. Results represent judgment of the respondents on
the existence and extent of any aforementioned benefits and
downsides in IHEAP (Tables 3 and 4). At this stage, given a
small sample size of respondents, their perspectives were not
compared in terms of hospital type or demographics. The
report of the findings below is in order of their effect, starting
from the highest one.
Advantages
Approximately two-thirds (62%) of the respondents believed

that IHEAP could lead to improved and standardized care
processes, while a small percentage (8%) objected towards
such effects of IHEAP. Fifty nine percent expressed affirmative
views on the role of IHEAP in the improved management
of hospital resources. As such, only 16% and 13% of the
respondents, respectively, did not trust in IHEAP’s capability
to improve the quality of hospitals’ services (seen in the form
of patient care outcomes and satisfaction as its proxy), while
more than half of the respondents confirmed this ability of
the program.
Another advantage noted by respondents was the hospitals’
reputation, that is, those ranked high by PMSs could enjoy
an enhanced image and prestige with public. In fact, 57%
of respondents indicated that IHEAP has improved their
hospital’s reputation. However, around one-tenth (8%) did
not point to such an effect.
Other benefits raised by the SMEs included greater physical
(structural) preparedness and reliable documentation of
HCOs evaluated, likely to be generated by external PMSs.
Just about 57% of respondents associated these features to
IHEAP; although one-third perceive this evaluation program
as ineffective in leading the hospitals to create reliable
documentation. As to the other advantages such as educational
benefits of the program for the hospitals, teamwork, hospital

Table 1. Potential benefits of an external healthcare evaluation program
Benefits

Explanation

Resource management

Improved planning, organizing and stewardship of hospital resources (i.e. human, money, information, etc.)
Fewer adverse events, Nosocomial infections, post-operative complications, hospital mortality and shorter length
of stay

Outcome improvement
Teamwork

Enhanced interdisciplinary communication and coordination in a bid to deal with evaluation requirements

Patient satisfaction

Higher levels of patient satisfaction in view of quality services delivered

Staff morale

Greater satisfaction and improved morale of staff because of their higher accreditation rank

Reliable documentation

Reliable documentation; organized, clear and comprehensive medical and administrative records

Cost minimization

Tangible cuts in hospitals cost of service delivery

Hospital image

Reputation and prestige of high rank hospitals in society

Educational benefits

More knowledgeable and well-trained staff

Structural (physical) preparedness

An investigation into hospitals’ available facilities (e.g. medical equipment, medication etc.) to provide quality
services to patients

Processual improvement

Evidence-based and standardized care processes (procedures)

Attractiveness to public

Greater attractiveness of ranked hospital to patients and payers such as insurance organizations

Table 2. Potential downsides of an external healthcare evaluation program
Downsides

Explanation

Mission deviation

Deviation of hospitals from their main mission, namely, treating patients
Diverting hospital resources away from strategies aimed directly at addressing the quality and safety issues of
services

Resource diversion
Workload

Creating extra burden of work for hospitals creating stress and anxiety for their staff

Costly

Incurring undue cost on hospitals

Discouragement

Disappointing and discouraging the hospitals from attempts to improve their own functionality following an
unsatisfactory score in their prior accreditation

Routinization and Bureaucratization

No thinking of innovation, stuck in the requirements imposed by PMSs to do activities in preset ways

Program Incongruence

Not fitting well with other quality-improvement activities already running in the hospitals such as ISO or EFQM

Judgmental nature

Over-reliance on value judgment of the surveyors in allocating scores to standards

PMSs: Performance Measurement Systems; ISO: International Organization for Standardization; EFQM: European Foundation for Quality Management
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Table 3. Proportion (%) of the views on the advantages of IHEAP
Advantage

To a large extent

To some extent

To a small extent

No effect

Do not know

Improved and standardized care processes
The improvement in the management of hospital
resources

62

30

8

0

0

59

25

16

0

0

Greater levels of patient satisfaction in the hospitals

57

30

13

0

0

Hospital reputation/prestige

57

20

15

8

0

Ensuring structural (physical) readiness

57

43

0

0

0

Reliable documentation

57

24

19

0

0

Improvement of outcomes

51

22

16

8

3

Educational benefits

35

37

22

3

3

Effective teamwork

35

37

25

3

0

Greater attractiveness

30

28

31

8

3

Staff improved morale

22

49

29

0

0

Tangible cost reduction

17

39

36

8

0

44.90

32.00

19.10

3.10

0.75

To a large extent

To some extent

To a small extent

No effect

Do not know

Over-reliance on judgment of surveyors

42

22

22

14

0

Routinization and bureaucratization

40

26

21

12

1

Disappointing and discouraging hospitals

31

25

30

14

0

Extra burden of work to hospitals

14

28

39

19

0

Deviating hospitals from their mission

14

17

39

28

0

Not fitting well with other quality-improvement activities

14

25

41

17

3

Incurring undue cost on hospitals

11

17

58

14

0

Diverting resources from clinical concerns

8

19

48

22

3

21.75

22.37

37.25

17.50

0.87

Average

IHEAP: Iranian Hospital Evaluation and Accreditation Program

Table 4. Proportion (%) of the views on the downsides of IHEAP
Disadvantage

Average
IHEAP: Iranian Hospital Evaluation and Accreditation Program

attractiveness for the patients and payers as a result of their
high accreditation rank, a relatively balanced proportion of
views emerged from the data. Approximately one-third of
the respondents (35%, 35%, and 30%) completely agreed
with these effects of IHEAP for the hospitals. Another third
showed moderate views towards IHEAP in this regard. A
slight percentage (8%) did not consider any attractiveness for
their hospital due to its evaluation and ranking by IHEAP and
3% were unaware of this effect.
Moderate views were dominant (49%) among the respondents
as to the role of IHEAP in improving the satisfaction and
morale of hospital staff, 22% believing that staff satisfaction
and morale might improve if their hospital earned a high rank
from IHEAP. Cost reduction effects of IHEAP were mostly
doubted by respondents, insofar as 83% reject the notion
that the program could highly lay the groundwork for costminimization for hospitals.
Disadvantages
According to Table 4, 42% of respondents claimed that
surveyors were highly reliant on their judgment in assessing
their hospitals, although 15% completely rejected this issue
194

and 22% believing that IHEAP surveyors might only ‘to some
extent’ use their judgment. As such, 40% of respondents
indicated that IHEAP has ‘to a large extent’ kept the hospitals
busy with their daily routine activities (routinization and
bureaucratization), whereas 21% claimed that routinization
might be caused by IHEAP to a small degree.
Distribution of the views on discouragement in the hospital
caused by IHEAP was somewhat balanced. Thirty one percent
of respondents stated that IHEAP might largely give rise to
dissuasion in hospitals evaluated, whilst 30% discounted
this effect ‘to a small extent’. Fourteen percent completely
disregarded such an effect to be created by this program.
Relatively similar results emerged as to downsides of IHEAP
such as; imposing extra burden of work to hospitals, deviating
hospitals from their main mission and not fitting well with
hospital other quality-improvement initiatives already
running in hospitals. Only around one-seventh (14%) believed
this program might ‘to a large extent’ cause these drawbacks,
while well over one-third opposed to that and approximately
one-fifth discounted such an effect.
It was largely argued that IHEAP was not incurring costs on
hospitals, and only around 10% of the respondents agreed
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that the program could ‘highly’ give rise to this shortcoming.
Similar views emerged with regard to IHEAP’s role in
diverting financial resources from clinical concerns, with
22% objecting to this perspective, and while 48% argued
that it might ‘to a small degree’ deviate resources from
hospitals’ clinical practices.
Discussion
A number of advantages and disadvantages were extracted
from the data, some of which corroborated by the literature
(25,27,42–45). They were further ordered in terms of their
possibility of existence in an external PMS, drawing on the
perceptions of people whose organization is evaluated by
such a program. The attitudes, whilst subjective in nature,
were expected to emanate from the respondents’ tenure
and scholarship in relation to accreditation and evaluation
programs; this was confirmed by few respondents choosing
the ‘do not know’ option in the questionnaires.
Overall the views upon the effect of IHEAP on the hospitals
were optimistic. For example, in seven out of 12 advantages
associated with IHEAP, approximately 60% of respondents
were supportive of the constructive effects of IHEAP.
There was a large agreement on two advantages of IHEAP
(program’s role in ensuring physical and structural readiness
and improved and standardized care processes). This finding
seemed to be endorsed by the program’s standards and
orientation which is argued to be more related to physical
and structural aspects of hospitals (46). Whilst, as to the
downsides, the highest agreement was only 42% related to
‘subjective judgment’ of the program surveyors.
On average nearly 50% of respondents overall believed that
the advantages were ‘to a large degree’ present in IHEAP
in comparison with only 19% arguing that the benefits ‘to
a small degree’ existed. Whereas, 21.70% claimed that the
identified downsides ‘to a large extent’ featured in IHEAP
vis-a-vis 37.20% believing that the effects ‘to a small extent’
existed in the program. 17.50% of respondents associated no
such effects to this program.
Moderate views were also dominant among respondents,
consistent with the central tendency effect, implying that
people by and large tend to stay in the middle (47,48).
In some virtues such as ‘tangible cost reduction’ and
‘raised staff satisfaction and morale’ greater percentage
opposed to these advantages to be generated by IHEAP,
while approximately 10% did not consider such an effect.
Cost-containment is argued to be an important function
of evaluation and accreditation (49). Nevertheless, given
that cost reduction by such programs might materialize in
the long term for a HCO, considering the peculiar features
of healthcare (50), respondents did not emphasize this
advantage.
PMSs could affect the reputation of HCOs by awarding high
or low ranks (51). Consistently, respondents were of similar
opinions regarding IHEAP. This perception could arguably
drive staff towards self-improvement in order to obtain more
prestige. As such, working within a high-ranked hospital may
positively influence staff morale (52,53). However, majority
of respondents (49%) believed IHEAP only ‘moderately’

improved staff morale and 29% even undervalued this
effect to a ‘small extent’. It seems they did not envisage a
strong motivational effect for this program, which might be
because IHEAP has been running for a quite long time and
routinization has somehow been the case (54).
Two weaknesses stood out in relation to IHEAP with ‘overreliance on the value judgment of the program’s surveyors’ on
rating the hospitals’, and ‘routinization and bureaucratization’
receiving nearly 45% of the views, as opposed to only onefifth denying such a shortcoming. The former is said to be
the Achilles’ heel of evaluation programs deploying external
surveyors and leaving the process of scoring completely to
the discretion and judgement of surveyors (38,55). This
may endanger the validity of the accreditation process (56).
Referred to in the literature as the ‘ossification effect’ (57),
routinization was also indicated by respondents as another
strong dysfunction of IHEAP as noted by other studies (39).
Ossification, in fact, denotes that HCOs mostly focus on
routine and specified areas (because of PMSs) by providing
services in ordinary and conventional ways, rather than
trying new methods, to avoid missing their chance of a higher
evaluation score.
Tunnel vision effect which happens when HCOs and their
personnel time and concentration are directed to achieving
measures of PMSs, while other, even important, clinical
priorities not required by those systems are ignored (58)
found to be less apparent in IHEAP. Thirty nine percent of
respondents disagreed with such drawbacks as ‘diverting
resources from clinical concerns’ or ‘deviating hospitals from
their main mission’ by IHEAP. Although this is a positive
point, possible justification for their less existence in IHEAP
could be because a large proportion of the program’s standards
and requirements were related to the hospitals’ physical and
non-clinical elements and processes (41). Therefore, less time
and money of the clinical side and concerns might be diverted
from the hospitals. Moreover, as IHEAP is a free program,
the managerial and clinical professionals de facto showed
no worry for resource diversion from clinical concerns
in their HCO.
The distribution of the views on the disadvantage
‘discouraging hospitals by IHEAP from more efforts following
an unsatisfactory rank’ was somewhat balanced, in a way
that no conclusion can be made on whether this program
could give rise to such a downside. Some of hospitals under
the evaluation of IHEAP were engaged in other evaluation
systems such as ISO. Notwithstanding differing rationale
behind these programs (22,59), only 14% of the respondents
pointed to possible conflict between the procedures and
requirements of differing programs in their hospital,
indicating agreement between IHEAP and other regulatory
and improvement initiatives within their hospitals. Such
alignment has been identified as a critical enabler of effective
implementation of accreditation programs (27). The highest
proportion of respondents (58%) believed IHEAP may slightly
incur undue costs to hospitals. This is evident because unlike
some voluntary programs wherein hospitals are required to
pay prescription fees, IHEAP is a free program for hospitals
and state-run evaluation systems. Only where the hospitals
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could not obtain the highest rank, the tariff of their hoteltype services will drop, reducing their income (41), which
can be seen to be an indirect cost incurred by IHEAP. It is
noteworthy that a modest percentage (22.3%) of respondents
was equivocal towards this program, that is, they thought the
program to some extent may generate those disadvantages.
On the whole, as far as patient outcomes and satisfaction are
concerned (as close proxies of quality), IHEAP was found to
hardly promoting and improving, consistent with findings on
the performance of similar programs (60,61). Nevertheless, the
main value add of IHEAP to the hospitals was improvement
in their physical and processual circumstances, which could
be in a way justified given its high emphasis (score) on these
aspects in the evaluation (62). IHEAP was not found to be
incurring undue costs to hospitals, while this is an emerging
concern for HCOs aspiring to be accredited (63,64). IHEAP
resembled other external assessment programs in terms of its
judgmental nature.
Limitations
There are limitations to our study. First, the number of
respondents was small, but included all members in the study
area. A survey might replicate the second phase in a large
scale, country-wide, population. Secondly, the study focused
exclusively on a single local accreditation program, and not
on hospital evaluation and accreditation as a whole.
Conclusion
Inquiry into the benefits and disadvantages of hospital
evaluation programs can provide professionals in evaluation
and accreditation of HCOs with a lens to scrutinize the merits
of their local program. Managers and decision-makers,
associated with IHEAP, should attend to the insignificant
advantages and highly emphasised downsides of program,
in order to enhance its performance. This analysis may
be of value to other groups and bodies running external
evaluation programs in similar contexts. A future qualitative
research could explore the reasons behind these attitudes and
expression of hospitals towards IHEAP.
There are three main strengths of this research: 1) it identifies
main advantages and disadvantages of an accreditation and
evaluation program in generic terms; 2) it offers a perceptual
evaluation of IHEAP performance, which could be utilised
as a method for performance assessment of similar PMSs;
and 3) the pros and cons of IHEAP are ranked based on
their occurrence.
Similar studies could first collect comprehensive data on pros
and cons of PMSs, and then, to be optimized, rely both on
perceptual and factual (tangible evidence) data to validate the
identified benefits and disadvantages.
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